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1. Introduction 
Magnets were earlier utilized in dentistry for improving the retention of maxillofacial prosthesis [1]–[3] and 

dentures [4], [5]. Magnetic forces are utilized in orthodontics for orthopaedic correction [6]–[11] and tooth 

movement [12]–[16]. The use of magnets for generating orthodontic forces has been a subject of increasing 

interest. This article will review the application of magnets in the field of orthodontics. In orthodontics, the 

conventional force delivery systems utilize wires, elastics and extra-oral devices [17], [18]. The possibility of 

using magnetic forces in orthodontics has been advocated as there are numerous benefits. Darendeliler et al. 

[19] commented that although rare earth magnets offer advantages over traditional fixed appliances with 

regard to continuous force delivery, these positives have not been significant enough to lead to widespread 

clinical application. Several animal and clinical studies have documented the reliability of using magnetic 

forces for different tooth movements. The following section will summaries the reported application of 

magnet forces for tooth movement.  

AB S T R A CT  

The application of magnetic forces to clear aligner 

therapy would create a magnetic force interaction that 

can theoretically make the movement of teeth in any 

direction possible and easier. With this objective in mind 

the following section of this literature review deals with 

the use of clear thermoplastics in orthodontics. The 

current literature regarding the efficacy of the appliance is 

examined to highlight the need for enhancement of this 

system. 
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2. Molar Distalisation 

Bondemark and Kurol examined the force output from prefabricated repelling SmCo5 magnets (4x5x2mm) 

in an experimental model and found that the forces were suitable for distalisation. A pole face distance of 

0.5mm was reported to correspond with the recommended force for moving permanent molars distally 

180grams. If the molar moved 1mm the force lowered to 100grams. Based on these findings the authors 

recommended activation of the force system be performed at 4-5 week intervals and recommended the pole 

distance be carefully checked at each appointment [17]–[20]. However, there is no consensus regarding the 

activation in the literature with some authors recommending weekly activation, [14] while others activate the 

magnets every 3 to 5 weeks. Bondemark et al. [20], [21] contrasted the usefulness of superelastic nickel 

titanium coils versus repelling magnets in maxillary first and second molar distalisation over a 6-month period 

[16]. Eighteen patients were treated with the two systems, one on each side, and were matched to deliver 225 

grams of force on activation. The magnets and springs were activated every 4 weeks, which may have been to 

the disadvantage of the magnet side as the force intensity on this side had a faster decrease. Mean distal molar 

movement was greater for the coils, 3.2mm compared to 2.2mm for the magnets [22]. Frequent complaints of 

discomfort were on the magnet side [16]. A similar study was conducted by Erverdi but with weekly 

activation of the magnets and nickel-titanium coils were still found to be more effective [22]. Bondemark 

conducted a retrospective comparison of two groups of 21 adolescents treated with repelling magnets or a 

new lingual Ni-Ti coil appliance. The results indicated that the new Ni-Ti appliance was a better choice due to 

the design preventing molar tipping (2.2 degrees vs. 8.8 degrees) and its single activation [23]. 

Bondemark and Kurol later evaluated radiographically the impact of these treatment techniques on proximal 

alveolar bone level changes. The treated cases had a statistically significant but small decrease in alveolar bone 

level (0.2mm versus 0.1mm for the control). There was no statistically significant difference between teeth 

moved rapidly by magnets or superelastic coils. Thus, with respect to the influence on bone level, the authors 

concluded that there was no difference between an interrupted continuous force system produced by a 

magnet and a more continuous force produced by the superelastic nickel-titanium coils [24]. 

3. Extrusion 

To achieve rapid extrusion forces of 50 to 60 cN are recommended, approximately twice as much as that 

required for normal extrusion of a single rooted tooth. The magnetic system consisted of either one or two 

cylindrical NdFeB magnets (3 mm x 2 mm) placed in each tooth and a larger magnet (5 x 5 x 2mm) in the 

appliance. The force-distance curve for the magnets demonstrated that the gap between the magnets should 

not exceed 2mm to ensure a minimum force of 50 cN was applied. The roots were successfully extruded 2 to 

3mm with a force range from 50 to 240 cN during a treatment period of 9 to 11 weeks.  

4. Magnets and Impacted Teeth 

With the eruption of teeth, the magnet seized in the appliance can be shifted to direct the eruption of the 

tooth and minimize the risks to adjacent teeth [25], [26]. This technique exploits the unique characteristic of a 

magnetic field to prevail between any organic medium [12]. There does not need to be direct contact between 

the magnets as they can exert force through bone and mucosa [25], [26]. As the eruptive process is through 

normal, closed mucoperiosteum it has been stated that this ensures that a healthy periodontal ligament will 

encircle the tooth [27]. The application of magnetic forces has been used increasingly and has been applied to 

the eruption of incisors, premolars and molars [12]. The application of this approach for the eruption of 

impacted premolars was described by Sandler 1991. Small neodymium-iron-boron magnets (3x3x1mm) were 

bonded to the teeth that were impacted while a second larger magnet (5x5x2 or 3mm) was integrated into a 

removable appliance. No reference was made to the force levels generated by this configuration of magnets. 
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Yuksel et al. also described the treatment of impacted premolars in several members of the same family with 

this technique. Cole et al. [28] described the application of magnetic traction to two premolars and six molars 

in 8 paediatric patients. The failure of one premolar to erupt was attributed to its unfavourable position. In 

the seven successful cases the distance between the magnets did not exceed 8mm, suggesting that distances 

up to this magnitude can provide sufficient force to induce tooth movement.  

Recently, Li et al presented a case in which orthodontic traction of an upper left canine was achieved using a 

magnet [29] in a 15-year-old female. A metal bracket was bonded to the impacted tooth following surgical 

exposure and was under magnetic force, with direction controllable by adjustment of a wire extension arm 

from a removable appliance. After 12 months two-thirds of the crown had erupted and the patient was ready 

to receive simple fixed appliance therapy. The authors suggested that magnetic traction with a removable 

appliance was safe, effective and comfortable [29]. Physical properties of permanent magnets have to be 

taken into consideration when designing eruptive magnetic devices [12]. Mancini et al investigated the 

attractive forces generated by five different sized NdFeB magnets in a total of nine combinations for tooth 

extrusion [27]. Vardimon et al performed a three-dimensional analysis of the magnetic force systems of the 

same magnetic bracket attracted by diverse designs of intraoral magnets using the orthodontic measurement 

and simulation system (OMSS) [30]. It was concluded that a magnet with a large pole surface area exhibited 

the most efficient guidance and had a greater clinical range [12]. The authors also commented that the size of 

the magnet attached to the device could be increased to a certain extent to enhance performance, in contrast 

to the magnet attached to the tooth. 

5. Application of Magnetic Forces for Tooth Movement in Combination with Clear Thermoplastic 

Appliances 

Clear sequential aligner therapy has become a popular alternative to fixed appliances in recent years with the 

increased demand for aesthetic treatment options. Clear aligner therapy or clear sequential aligner treatment 

refers to a sequence of clear thermoplastic appliances made on a series of casts with reset teeth, each 

incorporating another small amount of tooth movement [18]. Despite their superior aesthetics this appliance 

is less effective than fixed appliance therapy [31]. To overcome some of the limitations of the appliance 

composite resin attachments are placed on the teeth. Attachments are generally placed on the teeth to 

increase the undercuts and retention of the appliance to facilitate the desired tooth movement [18]. However, 

the current attachments are considered to be only partially effective [32], [33]. An improved system utilizing 

small magnetic attachments has been put forward to enhance the capabilities of this appliance. In this system 

a sequential orthodontic appliance is combined with at least one magnetic attachment positioned in an 

attractive or repulsive configuration bonded to the surface of a tooth and a magnet encased in the body of the 

thermoplastic material. The magnets used in this system are neodymium iron boron (NdFeB) rare earth 

magnets which have the highest energy per unit volume of any commercially existing magnetic material [25].          

A laboratory based study was performed to observe the three-dimensional physical properties of small 

neodymium iron boron magnets that could be utilized in this manner, to determine if force levels sufficient to 

induce tooth movement could be generated and to observe the effect of different magnet morphologies on 

the force-displacement characteristics. 

6. Conclusions 

Magnetic forces are now used most commonly in orthodontics. Various myofunctional appliances are used 

for growth modification in which magnets are embedded for better results. Future research should be done to 

formulate appliances of various designs by incorporating magnets for better treatment outcome and faster 

results. 
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